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Explanation of procedures

Unless Parliament decides otherwise, texts taken in plenary will be put to the vote in the following order

1. Third reading
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★Ⅲ)
     majority of votes cast to approve a joint text

2. Consent
   - Consent procedure (★★)
     where the Treaties require a majority of Parliament’s component Members to adopt or reject a decision giving consent

3. Second reading
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★Ⅱ)
     majority of Parliament's component Members to reject or amend the Council position; majority of votes cast to approve the Council position

   - Amendments to Rules of Procedure
     majority of Parliament's component Members to adopt amendments
     majority of votes cast to adopt a proposal for a decision

5. First reading
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★Ⅰ)
     majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
     majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution

6. Consent
   - Consent procedure (★★)
     where the Treaties require a majority of votes cast to adopt or reject a decision giving consent

7. Other procedures
   - Consultation procedure (★)
     majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
     majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution
   - Others (statements, oral questions, own-initiative reports, waiver of immunity)
     majority of votes cast to adopt a motion for a resolution or a proposal for a decision

= Deadlines  ◊ = Deadlines if requested  ☹ = Text not yet adopted, possibly deadlines
Tuesday 27 February 2024

09:00 - 11:50 Debates
12:00 - 13:00 VOTES
13:00 - 15:00 Debates (or at the end of the votes)
15:00 - 22:00 Debates

09:00 - 11:50 Debates

Joint debate - MFF revision

81  ★★★

- Multiannual financial framework for the years 2021 to 2027

  Recommendation: Jan Olbrycht, Margarida Marques (A9-0051/2024)

  Recommendation on the draft Council regulation amending Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2020/2093 laying down the multiannual financial framework for the years 2021 to 2027

  [COM(2023)0337 - C9-0030/2024 - 2023/0201(APP)]

  Committee on Budgets

79  ★★★

- Establishing the Ukraine Facility


  [COM(2023)0338 - C9-0210/2023 - 2023/0200(COD)]

  Committee on Foreign Affairs

  Committee on Budgets

  (Vote: 17/10/2023)

80  ★★★

- Establishing the Strategic Technologies for Europe Platform (‘STEP’)

  Report: José Manuel Fernandes, Christian Ehler (A9-0290/2023)


  [COM(2023)0335 - C9-0209/2023 - 2023/0199(COD)]

  Committee on Budgets

  Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

  (Vote: 17/10/2023)

End of joint debate
61  ⭐⭐⭐1  - Driving licences

*Report: Karima Delli (A9-0445/2023)*


[COM(2023)0127 - C9-0035/2023 - 2023/0053(COD)]

Committee on Transport and Tourism

*The vote will be held on Wednesday*

12:00 - 13:00  VOTES

81  ⭐⭐⭐  - Multiannual financial framework for the years 2021 to 2027

*Recommendation: Jan Olbrycht, Margarida Marques (A9-0051/2024)*

[COM(2023)0337 - - 05818/2024 - C9-0030/2024 - 2023/0201(APP)]

Committee on Budgets

109  ⭐⭐⭐1  - Multiannual financial framework for the years 2021 to 2027 (Resolution)

*Recommendation: Jan Olbrycht, Margarida Marques (A9-0053/2024)*

Report containing a motion for a non-legislative resolution on the draft Council regulation amending Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2020/2093 laying down the multiannual financial framework for the years 2021 to 2027

[2023/0201M(APP)]

Committee on Budgets

79  ⭐⭐⭐1  - Establishing the Ukraine Facility

*Report: Michael Gahler, Eider Gardiazabal Rubial (A9-0286/2023)*

[COM(2023)0338 - C9-0210/2023 - 2023/0200(COD)]

Committee on Foreign Affairs

Committee on Budgets

*(Vote: 17/10/2023)*

80  ⭐⭐⭐1  - Establishing the Strategic Technologies for Europe Platform (‘STEP’)

*Report: José Manuel Fernandes, Christian Ehler (A9-0290/2023)*

[COM(2023)0335 - C9-0209/2023 - 2023/0199(COD)]

Committee on Budgets

Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

*(Vote: 17/10/2023)*

65  ⭐⭐⭐1  - Protection of journalists and human rights defenders from manifestly unfounded or abusive court proceedings

*Report: Tiemo Wölken (A9-0223/2023)*

Report on the proposal for a directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on protecting persons who engage in public participation from manifestly unfounded or abusive court proceedings (“Strategic lawsuits against public participation”)

[COM(2022)0177 - C9-0161/2022 - 2022/0117(COD)]

Committee on Legal Affairs

*(Vote: 11/07/2023)*
59 ⭐⭐⭐⭐ - Amendments to Protocol No 3 on the Statute of the Court of Justice

Report: Ilana Cicurel (A9-0278/2023)

Committee on Legal Affairs

55 ⭐⭐⭐⭐ - Shipments of waste

Report: Pernille Weiss (A9-0290/2022)

Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety
(Vote: 17/01/2023)

57 ⭐⭐⭐⭐ - Certain aspects of the minimum requirement for own funds and eligible liabilities

Report: Jonás Fernández (A9-0344/2023)

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs

50 ⭐⭐⭐⭐ - Nature restoration

Report: César Luena (A9-0220/2023)

Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety
(Vote: 12/07/2023)

49 ⭐⭐⭐⭐ - Transparency and targeting of political advertising

Report: Sandro Gozi (A9-0009/2023)

[COM(2021)0731 - C9-0433/2021 - 2021/0381(COD)]
Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection
(Vote: 02/02/2023)

34 ⭐⭐⭐⭐ - Detergents and surfactants

Report: Manuela Ripa (A9-0039/2024)

[COM(2023)0217 - C9-0154/2023 - 2023/0124(COD)]
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety

77 ⭐⭐⭐⭐ - Amending Decision (EU) 2017/1324: continuation of the Union’s participation in PRIMA under Horizon Europe

Report: Paolo Borchia (A9-0378/2023)

[COM(2023)0359 - C9-0213/2023 - 2023/0207(COD)]
Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

46 ⭐⭐⭐⭐ - Protection of the environment through criminal law

Report: Antonius Manders (A9-0087/2023)

[COM(2021)0851 - C9-0466/2021 - 2021/0422(COD)]
Committee on Legal Affairs
13:00 - 15:00 Debates (or at the end of the votes)

Joint debate - Patents

18  ⚫★★★★

- **Unitary supplementary protection certificate for plant protection products**
  
  *Report: Tiemo Wölken (A9-0020/2024)*
  
  
  [COM(2023)0221 - C9-0152/2023 - 2023/0126(COD)]
  
  Committee on Legal Affairs

17  ⚫★★★★

- **Unitary supplementary certificate for medicinal products**
  
  *Report: Tiemo Wölken (A9-0019/2024)*
  
  
  [COM(2023)0222 - C9-0148/2023 - 2023/0127(COD)]
  
  Committee on Legal Affairs

35  ⚫★★★★

- **Supplementary protection certificate for plant protection products (recast)**
  
  *Report: Tiemo Wölken (A9-0023/2024)*
  
  
  [COM(2023)0223 - C9-0149/2023 - 2023/0128(COD)]
  
  Committee on Legal Affairs

36  ⚫★★★★

- **Supplementary protection certificate for medicinal products (recast)**
  
  *Report: Tiemo Wölken (A9-0022/2024)*
  
  
  [COM(2023)0231 - C9-0146/2023 - 2023/0130(COD)]
  
  Committee on Legal Affairs

37  ⚫★★★★

- **Standard essential patents**
  
  *Report: Marion Walsmann (A9-0016/2024)*
  
  
  [COM(2023)0232 - C9-0147/2023 - 2023/0133(COD)]
  
  Committee on Legal Affairs
End of joint debate

48 🌾 🌾 🌾 🌾

• Geographical Indications for wine, spirit drinks and agricultural products
  Report: Paolo De Castro (A9-0173/2023)
  European Union geographical indications for wine, spirit drinks and agricultural products,
  and quality schemes for agricultural products, amending Regulations (EU) No 1308/2013,
  [COM(2022)0134 - C9-0130/2022 - 2022/0089(COD)]
  Committee on Agriculture and Rural Development
  (Vote: 01/06/2023)

15:00 - 22:00

88 🌾

• War in the Gaza Strip and the need to reach a ceasefire, including recent
  developments in the region
  Statement by the Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative of the Union
  for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
  [2024/2572(RSP)]

72 🌾

• Human rights and democracy in the world and the European Union’s policy on the
  matter – annual report 2023
  Report: Nacho Sánchez Amor (A9-0424/2023)
  Report on human rights and democracy in the world and the European Union’s policy on
  the matter – annual report 2023
  [2023/2118(INI)]
  Committee on Foreign Affairs

93 🌾

• Closer ties between the EU and Armenia and the need for a peace agreement
  between Azerbaijan and Armenia
  Statement by the Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative of the Union
  for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
  [2024/2580(RSP)]
  The vote will be held at the next part-session

89 🌾

• Recommendation to the Council, the Commission and the EEAS on the situation in
  Syria
  Report: Nathalie Loiseau (A9-0041/2024)
  Report on a European Parliament recommendation to the Council, the Commission and
  the Vice-President of the Commission / High Representative of the Union for Foreign
  Affairs and Security Policy on the situation in Syria
  [2023/2052(INI)]
  Committee on Foreign Affairs
  Rule 118

97 🌾

• Critical situation in Cuba
  Statement by the Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative of the Union
  for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
  [2024/2584(RSP)]
  The vote will be held on Thursday
• The current situation in the Eastern Democratic Republic of Congo
  *Statement by the Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy*
  [2024/2585(RSP)]

• Rising inequalities in the world
  *Commission statement*
  [2024/2583(RSP)]

• Recent revelations of spying on Members of the European Parliament and the lack of follow up on the PEGA committee recommendations
  *Council and Commission statements*
  [2024/2600(RSP)]
  *One round of political group speakers*

• Explanations of votes